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SHAPE CHANGE

Shape change. Welcome transformation.  

NIUU delivers reliable, user-friendly and high-quality equipment for medical aesthetic practices. 
For the growing base of customers, the overall experience, the environment and the design of  
the practice are becoming more and more important. With NIUU, you are opting for state-of-the-art 
equipment that enables the most effective and safe treatments. In the end it improves  
the well-being and quality of life of your clients. In other words; we shape change. 

A modern, efficient practice significantly contributes to your ability to work in a pleasant 
atmosphere and makes your clients feel comfortable. NIUU products perfectly fit into this 
philosophy. Your NIUU advisor likes to brainstorm with you on how to achieve this and make your 
practice blossom.

Technology shapes change. Technology changes life. 

At NIUU, innovation represents technological progress, staying up to date with the latest 
scientific developments and optimal ease of use. To increase client satisfaction and practice 
growth we deliver solutions with a high level of efficacy and safety. The newest insights and 
cutting-edge technology result in smart systems which meet the highest standards of your 
patients’ needs.

We shape change



SHAPE CHANGE
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Go beyond your form

Body shaping & cellulite treatment
Exceptional aesthetic results

ACOUSTIC WAVE THERAPY

RESULTS:

• Collagen thightening
• Regeneration of tissue
• Improved blood perfusion
• Neovascularisation
• Stimulation of the metabolism
• Lymphangiogenesis

EFFICACY OF NIUU IN THE TREATMENT OF:

• Cellulite
• Love handles
• Scars
• Stretch marks
• Skin thightening (back/front)

•  Body enhancement (abdomen, buttocks and upper arm)

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE

Updating of the equipment with the latest 
treatment software based on expertise and 
clinical study.

BROADER APPLICATION

• New treatments constantly added
•  Faster results thanks to the additional 

treatment possibilities

MORE PATIENTS WITH FASTER RESULTS

•  Acoustic Wave Therapy possible for a firmer 
skin after a Cryolipolysis treatment

•  Your clients will regain beauty more rapidly
•  An incentive to develop your practice

A smoother & visibly firmer skin

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

With Acoustic Wave Therapy, a rapidly moving projectile transfers its energy to the treatment head. 
The radial pressure waves that are generated spread out and are absorbed by the area of the body 
that has to be treated. 
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Help your clients to achieve their desired shape

USER FRIENDLY 

•  Two output channels for simple and rapid switch 
between hand pieces

•  Noiseless and vibration-free oil compressor,  
easy accessible

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 

•  Soft-close drawer with shock absorbers
•  Ease of movement with large wheels
•  Practical cable holder system for hand piece
•  Well-organised accessories thanks to functional  

storage tray

ALWAYS UP TO DATE

Acoustic Wave Therapy is evolving constantly. Thanks to 
treatment software updates via the built-in USB port,  
you stay abreast of new developments:
•  Treatment parameters are adapted in function  

of the latest information
•  New treatment protocols are added

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

•  Real treatment photos in support
 
All this provided in the most intuitive and effective way.

AW-500

NIUU AW-500
Oil compressor
Max freq. 21 Hz
Max freq. V-act. 35 Hz
Max pressure 5 Bar
20 Protocols
2 connections
Integrated trolley



Help your clients to achieve their desired shape A compact format

SMALL & SIMPLE

•  Compact, light and easy to transport
•  Silent built-in air compressor, easy to service
•  Plug & Play
•  Perfect viewing angle
•  Large control buttons
•  Clear representation of treatment time thanks to coloured luminous bar

AW-300

NIUU AW-300
Air compressor
Max. freq. 17 Hz
Max pressure 4 Bar
20 protocols
1 connection
Portable

Acoustic 
Wave  
Therapy  
anytime,  
anywhere
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NIUU, an investment  
that offers maximum return
Establishing a professional work environment for the safety  
and efficacy of your treatments.



Enabling  
beauty  

through  
high quality  
& innovative  

products.

Optional Handpolished Alu Arms
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Pain management control  
during medical & aesthetic 
treatments

OPERATING PRINCIPLE

Cryotherapy has been used for centuries. By now, though, the benefits of this therapy 
have been scientifically proven. Pain is reduced by slowing down nerve conduction 
velocity, the inflammation process is slowed down by reduction in the metabolic  
and enzymatic reactions and muscle spasms decrease due to the decrease in muscle 
spindle activity. 

RESULTS:

• Pain reduction: No need for pain medication & more efficient treatment options
• Anti-inflammatory and reduces swelling
• Muscle relaxation

For your client's comfort 
during lasertreatments 
or injections.

IR-CONTROLLED CRYOTHERAPY

Transform pain
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INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR COMFORT

•  User friendly; no refilling
•  Short treatment duration due to powerful temperature 

reduction
•  Various nozzles depending on the area to be treated
•  2 treatment methods: static and handsfree or dynamic 

and manual 

POWERFUL AIRFLOW

•  The skin temperature drops to 12°C within 1 minute  
so the metabolic reactions required are initiated 
immediately

•  Short treatment duration due to very rapid drop  
to low temperatures

•  Compression effect, offers additional treatment 
applications by a combination of sweeping and 
compression

CT-1000-IR



OPTIMAL TEMPERATURE CONTROL

NIUU-CT-1000-IR is equipped with a unique infrared feedback system  
for optimal temperature regulation, which guarantees maximum results.

•  Continuous measurement 
of the skin temperature 
by means of a unique 
infrared feedback system

•  Air flow is automatically 
adjusted to achieve and 
maintain the desired 
temperature

•  Maximum results: 
     Prevents temperatures that are too high – the 0-effect
     Prevents temperatures that are too low – the risk  

of frostbite and nerve damage

Effective and easy
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YOUR PROFESSIONALISM

NIUU treatment tables are designed to offer you the best possible conditions  
for your consultations and treatments. 

Compared to a treatment chair, the NIUU treatment tables provide way more 
stability and security for the client and clinician. Not only in a lying but also  
in a seated position. The adjustable parts of the table ensure an ergonomic  
and effective medical or aesthetic treatment. 

Lateral supports for  
an ergonomic working 
position

i-Control*: intelligent 
foot-operated system 
for height adjustment

Ergomax face support*: 
easy to clean and 
hygienic

Optional Handpolished Alu Arms

TREATMENT TABLES

Shape comfort
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PURE DESIGN

NIUU treatment tables represent the heart of your practice, creating  
a pleasant working environment. The use of durable and natural 
materials, such as wood an aluminium, makes NIUU treatment tables 
unique. Combined with the proven reliability of NIUU technology,  
the modern and pure NIUU design creates a truly harmonious 
atmosphere in your practice.

•  Modern and innovative design 
•  Durable and natural materials 
•  Integrated base that covers all technical elements

Optimal client experienceTREATMENT TABLES

NIUU-Q8 WITH 8 FUNCTIONAL CUSHIONS



OPTIMAL COMFORT

Ergomax face support
The removable and washable cushion can be used in two directions, 
depending on the height of the client.  
The Ergomax face support improves client comfort, leaves minimal 
pressure marks on the face and is hygienic in use. 

Cushion heating 
The practical, wireless remote control allows you to select any  
of the three temperature settings very easily.

The right colour 
for the right  
atmosphere
 
Personalise the design of your  
NIUU treatment table. Choose one  
of the 5 colours that reflect your 
professionalism and create the right 
atmosphere for your practice.

Optimal client experience

Optional Handpolished Alu Arms
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Top quality.  
Pure craftmanship.  
You can depend on it!

Desirability.  
The Gymna label  
is a guarantee  
of refreshing, 
innovative design.  
An inspiring, 
pleasant workplace 
makes all the 
difference.

Easy to use.  
You work more 
intuitively and 
efficiently, which is 
what we do!

Intelligence.  
Coming up with 
intelligent solutions 
and innovations 
requires teamwork. 
Experts such as 
dermatologists, 
physiotherapists, 
scientific institutions, 
renowned designers 
and patients are 
always involved.

THE GYMNA VALUES

Gymna supports physiotherapists the world over since 1967. The GymnaUniphy company always 
puts the client first and adheres to these core values in everything it does.

NIUU is a brand of Gymna, offering a range  

of top quality systems for medical aesthetic 

practices that can improve the well-being  

and quality of life of your clients. 

AWARD WINNING COMPANY

Together with design bureau GBO Innovation makers, Gymna has won the internationally acclaimed 
Red Dot Design Award 2017. The Gymna 200 series, the new standard in Electrotherapy by Gymna, 
has won the award for its outstanding design, ease of use and extensive quality.
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NIUU article overview

NIUU AW-500

Item no. 738.950
Weight: 64,5 kg
Dimensions: 102x58x57
Mobility: Integrated trolley
Compressor: In Trolley (Oil)
Connections: 2

NIUU CT-1000-IR

Item no. 743.002
Dimensions (H x D x W cm) 111,7 x 68,7 x 56,9 
Weight (kg) 90 
Maximum airflow 1000l/min 
Infrared feedback system:  
 Controlled skin temperature measurement 
Cold air -32° 
Air control 10 levels

NIUU TREATMENT TABLES

NIUU-T7 760.374
NIUU-T7C 760.376
NIUU-Q8 760.484
NIUU-Q8C 760.486
Available Colors Cushions:  
 Carbon-Darkwood-Patina-Taupe-Ivory
Optional: Handpolished Alu Arms

NIUU AW-300

Item no. 738.830
Weight: 11 kg
Dimensions: 18x38x42
Mobility: Portable
Compressor: Built-in (Air)
Connections: 1

ACOUSTIC WAVE THERAPY

IR-CONTROLLED CRYOTHERAPY

TREATMENT TABLES



Constant renewal.
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GymnaUniphy N.V.
Pasweg 6a, 3740 Bilzen, België.
+32 (0) 89 510 580
info@niuu.com

YOUR NIUU DEALER

www.niuu.com


